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o OF INDIA.-By Sir R. G. Bhandarkar, ~o 

M.A., Ph. D. With a Preface by H. G. 
Rawlinson. Rs. 2. 

Sir Ramkrislma's Peep into the Early 
0 History of India, like his monumental

0 ~ 

~ 
contribution to the Bombay Gazetteer on 
the Early History of the Deccan, has be .. 
come a classic of its kind. It is a model 
of lucid writing • , . and for this 

0 reason it forms an admirable introduction 0 

~ 
to the study of the period. ~ 

The Hir.dustan llt~~itw.-" The Publishel'l have 
rendered a distinct service to the cause of scholar· 

0 ship by printing In a convenient form tllis introduc· 0 

~ 
tion to the ancient history of the countr)·. Every ~ 
page bears evidence of the profound scholor1ll!ip, 
criticol acumen ond ripe learning of the master. 
. • . • • It certainly deserves to be iu tho 

0 bonds of all interested In the early history of India. 0 

~ 
• • •• We have no doubt the book will com· ~ 
maud a lru:ge aud ready Bale." 

Ars Asiatica.-" A famous essay,luU of iuiorma· 
tlon and thougbtlul crltlclsm." 

~
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little boot is a line performance, notable alike for 
Its brevity and the extent of tile time it cover&." 

L!~'• Orielital Ll.!t.-"Despite its brevity, It Is 
a replet" with accurately presented matter and sound o 
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The Lectures h:~re p~blished .iJt book~orm: irere· deli~ 
vered as a course in extension of the usuaf Lectures ·on 

. .. . . 
EeonomicHistorygivento~o1.udents going tipfor~heir 1\I.A., 
Degree examination in the usual way. A know ledge _of the. 
economic development. _of ,the principal countries in the 
world has generally been considered a useful supplement 
to the study of the economic problems in any country j 
and though the most gigantic economic experiment of 
our times,-the Bolshevi&t regime in .Russia,-is difficult 
to ·study for want of adequate and unbiassed informa
tion, it has a manifest attraction for the student 
of the subject, wh~ch would easily explain the attempt: 
here made at an exposition ~J.Ud understanding of the 
forces influencing economiCl life in Russia to~day .. 

Literature, both official and authoritative, ici scarce 
on the subject, particularly in . this . country. For the 
period before the World-War, however,· the works' of 
such patient students as Sir .Mackenzie Wallace, or the 
several chapters in the Cambridge Modern Histo·ry, not 
to mention the further sources indicated in the biblio
graphy there attached, would more than suffice for an 
elementary study like the one attempted in the first 
Lecture of this series. For the subsequent l.iectures, 
reliance has been placed, so far a.S ·official and·authoritative 
data are concerned, on the Statesman's Year-Book, as well. 
as on the recent publicati~n in English c.alled the ·Soviet . · 
Year-Book; published ·by -George ... '\lleii and Unwin, . ~d. 
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compiled by Santalov and SegaL For an accurate estimate 
and insight . into the men and their mOtives, the events 
and . their significance,. in . the general scheme of the 
Revolution, works su<'h as the BussiaD Revolution 
(1917-26) by Lancelot Lawton, (Macmillan): or Russia in 
the Modern Worl~ Series, by llakeev and 0 'Hara (Benn), 
are indispensable. The~e give a fair summary of the events 
in historical perspective that make up the Revolution, 
and even attempt a degree of estimate of the forces actu
ating the revolutionaries. It is, ·perhaps, not too much 
to.wish that works like these were free from a bias and 
prejudice, which is certainly not very obtrusive in the 
first-named author, but which, obtrusive or not,· inevita
bly affects the utility of the book. The frankly propa
gandist or polemical publications, like Bolshevist Russia, 
by .Anton Karlgren, are preferable, inasmuch as the 
reader, warned of the . dominant prejudice and bias 
of the writer, is able to make his own discount 
of the . author's statements and estimates, as he 
goes along. On the other hand,· the discursive pamph
lets, like Trotsky's Literature and Revolution, or 
Eastman's Marx, Lenin, and_ the Science or Revolution, 
are decidedly better at giving an insight into the real 
forces making for the Revolution. The pamphlets 
written by Lenin, such as the State and the Revolution, 
were not available to the lecturer in English; and the 
guotations from them given in these Lectures are borrow
ed from one or the .other of the writers already·named. 
SuCh pronouncements of the real author of the Revolu
tion would. be invaluable,: if· .one· could read them 
in the original. · P.eseriptive works, like the little book 
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by llr. and lii'!! ... llacWilliams, called Russia in 1926. 
(J. M. Dent & Sons, Ltd.), are highly suggestive and in
formative, their only fault, perhaps, being that they are, 
after all, the impreSsions of individual observers. Could 
they always be safely relied on for a complete, faithful, 
picture of the Revolution, and· of the New· Russia under 
the Revolution! The best work in this regard that has· 
come to the notice of the lecturer, is &he Mind and Face or 
Bolshevism, by Rene Fiillop-1\filler (Putnam). Mr.·· 
Fiilop-lfiller deals with the collective ·phenomenon of · 
Bolshevism in a spirit· of sympathetic criticism, which · 
however, cannot help regretting certain aspects of· the 
phenomenon, like its great emphasiS on mechanisation · 
of life in all its departments, or the utterly materialistic · 
viewpoint of the revolutionaries. · 

On this material these Lectures are based. The 
line of argument here followed is that of an objective 
analysis, study, and appreciation. The Lecturer has 
kept his own views in the back ground as far as possible. 
lien and events are left to speak for themselves, wherever 
possible, in their own words; and where the spirit of the · 
events, or the motive oi the men, is elusive, an attempt 
has been made to bring outthe sameso.faras the available 
material permits it. A common thread, running through 
the whole scheme of Lectures presenting the phenomenon 
in its entirety, naturally performs this function; though 
the extreme complexity of the pheJlomenon makes it 
very difficult to aay ~ aU the aspect' ~d facts ha:re 
been grJ.Sped, if all the undercurrents Ullderstood. 
The reader, however, will not 1lnd much dim~ty, the 
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Lecturer. hopes; in grasping the elements of the problem, 
if he reads carefully the material placed before him. 

The J.Jecturer, having drawn con.siderably on the 
sources of information mentioned above, has, 1inally, 
to acknowledge his gratitude to the authors or compil
ers thereof, as also to those earnest seekers after truth, 
who k:riow or acknowledge no .frontiers or boundaries in 
their search for truth. In one so· blessed as the present 
writer with a number of friends,-earnest, thought
ful, and even darmg, inquirers,-it would, perhaps, 
be invidious to select any single individual for special 
mention. Without naming any one in particular, how
ever, the reflection may still be indulged in that the very 
fact that one :finds such a· l~:.rge number of earnest stu
dents, in matters that do not immediately concern them, 
is a hopeful sign. of the growing volume of serious, 
thoughtful, earnest studentship the absence o.f which is 
often particularly emphasised by detractors of India of 
the Miss Mayo type.· The Lecturer's labour would not 
have b;en in vain i.f this little pamphlet helps to deepen 
·the interest and facilitate the studies of such earnest 
inquirers. 
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